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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 400 pages. The award winning Sequel to Highland
Wishes. , , In 1304, amidst Scotlands continuing war for independence. two wounded souls are
forced on a journey neither wants, resulting in tragedy and disaster. Battle-hardened, untrusting
and son of a Scottish Chieftain. Duncan MacThomas wants only to see his country free from English
rule. Honor-bound to ensure his clans financial future, Duncan reluctantly travels to England to
wed a woman he doesnt want. Wealthy and pampered. Catherine Gillingham anticipates a
marriage to a Dukes son and is dismayed when her king decrees she must wed a Scotsman, the sort
of man all of London despises. Can these two opposites find love amidst war and lower their
barriers to find the peace they seek within their countries and themselvesEDITORIAL REVIEWS: Her
Highland Rogue will become everyones favorite book! Leanne Burroughs continues the fiery tale of
Scotlands history with Highlander Duncan MacThomas and his lady wife, Catherine Gillingham of
England. Although both reluctantly entered into this wedded union, their reserve slowly melts to a
white-hot passion. The creative blending of history and romance will appeal to readers on several
levels. The authors research and understanding of Scottish...
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Reviews
Definitely one of the better book We have possibly read. We have read through and i also am certain that i am going to gonna study once again yet again in
the foreseeable future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Enrique Labadie
A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which
is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Kitty Crooks
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